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Materials include:  

2- 0.5v*400mA solar cells with threaded 

post/nut attachments 

1- DC motor with 3ft wire and eyelets  

1 – 2” yellow wheel  for attaching to 

motor axle 

1 – CD with holes pre-drilled on edge 

2 – ¾”square double sided foam tape, 

to attach CD to wheel 

6 - 6” pipe cleaners, various colors 

6- UV energy beads 

 

Video Tutorial available at https://solarschoolhouse.org/whirlygig/  

Tips:  

1. Cut the foam tape squares in half, then attach the CD to the 

yellow wheel using the foam tape pieces. No glue needed.  

2. Use cardboard or chipboard (example: cereal boxes) to make 

structures to mount the motor and whirligig.  A simple way to 

mount the motor on a box is to draw a circle with diameter 

equal to that of the motor, then draw some “pizza cut” marks 

and cut the marks with scissors or a knife. Push the motor up 

through the pizza cut hole, wrap with tape if needed.  

3. To build a sculpture on top of the CD, thread pipe cleaner 

piece through a hole on the CD, twisting a short piece to hold 

it to the CD, then get creative.  No Glue needed.  

4. Connect the solar cells in series (+ to -) or parallel (- to - ) and see 

what happens to motor speed.  (see Tips for Solar Circuits for 

Series and Parallel wiring help) 

5. Review the tips for making a tube out of manila folder or 

chipboard on the Solar Carnival web page. 

https://solarschoolhouse.org/carnival/ 

 

https://solarschoolhouse.org/whirlygig/
https://solarschoolhouse.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/SolarCircuitTips_20170426.pdf
https://solarschoolhouse.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/SolarCircuitTips_20170426.pdf
https://solarschoolhouse.org/carnival/
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Placing the Solar Cells 

Place the motor and solar cells far enough from 

each other so that the CD doesn’t shade the cells.  

Place the cells close to each other so that the flat 

metal bar can reach between the + post from one 

cell to the – post of the other cell. (see picture) 

Series wiring.  

There are 2 solar cells in the kit.  The can be wired 

in series or parallel to increase volts or amps.  For 

this kit, series will increase the voltage and 

provide the extra strength to move the motor.   

On the back of each solar cell are two threaded 

posts – one is marked positive (+) and the other is 

marked negative (-).  Sometime we use the color 

black to mark negative poles, and red to mark 

positive poles.   When you poke the posts 

through your chipboard box, you’ll lose sight of 

the + and – markings, so it’s best to color the end of the – post with black to let you know the polarity.  

In series wiring, polarity matters.   In series wiring, the + goes to the – on the next solar cell, as shown 

in these images and illustration.  

  

 

 


